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PUBLICATION & BUSINESS TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

RFN Network 

The title RFN Network refers to all owned publications, sites, business materials and associated 
features. RFN Network is hereby referred to as RFN in the terms and conditions set out below. 

Location 

RFN operates and is published from London, UK. 

Publication calendar 

RFN is a rolling fake news site. We publish when we feel like it and add new content as and when. 
There is no fixed date of publication, because you are definitely not in Kansas anymore and this is 
not 1930, Toto. 

Not a news source 

RFN is a satirical magazine and not a legitimate news source. ALL articles published on RFN are fake 
news and published for entertainment and satirical purposes only. RFN infers no genuine news value 
in anything it publishes. Readers who perceive true news in RFN articles are mistaken and dare we 
say, gullible. We do not apologise to anyone who believes the far-fetched content published by RFN. 

Use of site 

Users who access the RFN website or any other source of RFN content do so at their own risk and do 
fully consent to RFN’s terms regarding use of the site. Such terms confer that the user agrees to 
RFN’s use of cookies and to the collection of user data. Said data may or may not be used to produce 
new RFN content and/or the marketing of RFN products and services. Users are given the option to 
exit the site upon first entry and all users who prefer to go ahead and read the drivel we publish do 
consent to these terms. 

Data protection 

RFN does not currently sell, lend or give user data to any third party. This policy may change in the 
future and if it does, RFN promises to notify users to this fact by the posting of a tiny, easy to miss 
and hard to read notice on the RFN site. RFN shall not be responsible for the use of data by third 
party sources once said notice has been issued. 

Copyright 

RFN owns the copyright to all content published on its sites and affiliated portals. We take great 
interest in maintaining copyright protection and we will sue the arse off anyone who infringes our 
rights as producers of original material. You have been warned.  

Guys in the Kitchen 

Guys in the Kitchen, (GITK) is a protected tradename and content credit for all RFN contributors. The 
GITK logo is a registered trademark of RFN. 
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Contributors 

RFN accepts contributions from pre-approved sources only. If you wish to write for RFN, please 
contact us via the site contact page. We will respond as time allows. It’s not easy being on the 
cutting edge of the 24 hours news cycle. Payments to contributors are laughable, usually equating to 
nothing. If you are mad enough to work for free and receive no credit for your effort, as we attribute 
all articles from the Guys In The Kitchen, then more fool you.  

Advertisers 

RFN welcomes commercial interests that fit our ethos – pile it high, sell them crap and tell them its 
amazing.  

Merch 

From time to time, RFN may offer readers limited edition crapola. We do not warrant the quality or 
durability of such goods, nor do we promise that they are produced in an ethically pure environment 
in some wonderful factory paradise in Unicornland. Get real.  

Legal 

Yes, we have lawyers, but do you really wish to meet them? We think not. Ugly. 

Accountants 

Yes, we have them too.  

Jurisdiction 

RFN is governed by the laws of England and will fight all legal challenges in London. We fight tooth 
and nail for our independence and the right to satirise the pompous, the narcissistic, the powerful 
and the over-confident, so be prepared. 

Terms of payment 

We pay on 30 days from end of month of invoice. We collect upfront or on the nail. No exceptions. 

 

That’s it. Job done. 


